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Chapter 4
Digital lmages and Computer Simulationsl
Barbara Flueckiger
yn rlre wake of William J. Mitchell's influential text The Reconfigured Eye (I.992)'lhe
I ätärt"r oratgnut t-ag., has focused mainly on the ethical implications of their truth
I;i;-r. ttts texiwlll fo.Js or. some different aspects, uarnely the process of digital image
construction and its underlying representational and epistemological principles' Or 
to put it
ain.r.ntty, not on the questioriof how digital itnages 'distort' what they represent' but on an
understanding of how digital images 'construct' their representatious.
Mitchell diagnosed a profound crisis in representation, which has its origin in the blurred
truth status oidlgltut i-og.r. However, in his statements Mitchell implicitly includes at
least three different types o? digltal images: compositing, image processing, and computer-
generated imagery (CGI) :
Although a digital image may look just like a photograph when it is published in a
,r.*rpulp.., it äctually äff"rr'u, p.oio.rndly from a traditional photograph as does a
photograph frorn a Painting.2
The traclitional origin nlrrative by which automatically captured shaded perspective
images are made to seem causal ihings of nature rather than products of human
artiäce [. . .] no longer has the power to convince us'3
Furthermore he barely mentions sernio-pragnatic aspects of image reception, i'e' the
culturally coded frame in which an image is 
-presented. But this frame deeply shapes the
viewer's response. Most CGI is used in contexts that are clearly marked as fictional - motion
pictures or advertisements - and which therefore call for a different culturally-determined
r.node of perception and interpretation. one of the best examples to illustrate this fact is
Forrest Cr*p (XoU"rt Zemeckis, 1994), which clraws much of its fascination from the wit
and irony of addressing a double consciousness in the viewer. While the viewer certainly
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Technoiogy and Desire
knows that he is watching a fiction film and that the lictional character Forrest never
encountered Kennedy, at the same time he marvels at the perfect illusion which unfolds
on the screen. This kind of compositing triggers admiration similar to how we feel when
watching a perfectly executed magic trick without knowing how the trick was pe.formed.
In his reflections on 'trucagel Christian Metz already referred to this play wlih duplicitö
(duplicity)4, asking whether we should not regard cinema as one blg special effect.s
Unfortunately, following the publication of Mitchell's text, a very narrow discussion has
emerged, which does not take into account that Mitchell himself has also considered the
continuity of the development from analogue to digital images. For instance, he uses Robert
Capa's famous snapshot from the Spanish Civil War to discuss traditional photography in
Roland Barthes' terms: as a floating signifier whose meaning can be changed by mäntage or
by anchoring it with text.
Despite the sophisticated reasoning by Mitchell himself, many scholars have treated
digital images as pure deception. The German media scholar Friedrich Kittler, for example,
has claimed that they are pure forgery because they fool the eye with their pixel structure
that does no more than evoke the appearance of an image.6
A Framework for the Classification of Digital Images
In my research project on CGI in fi1m,7 I devised a framework for the classification of
different types of digital images according to their production technology. While these types
vary greatly, they share some common properties, which will be the topic of my furiirer
investigation. Beyond the variations in digital image production as established in the
framework, my research project has yielded a model of underlying principles that govern
this exceedingly hybrid field: recording, modelling and painting. ir this paper t 1,yill ulro
investigate computer simulation as a special, but arguably the most illuminating, case of
digital image production, both with regard to the epistemological questions connected with
CGI, and in comparison to analogue modes of representation.
As indicated in the introduction, digital images are heterogeneous: not only in their
mode of production, but also - and as a result - in their very different relationships with the
depicted objects and/or scenes, and their differing aesthetic appearances and functions.
Much of the confusion in the discourse on digital images stems from the fact that there
is no digital image as such, but a plurality of images, which we can attribute to the following
variations:
2.
Photography: digital image acquisition by a camera; produces images that are hardly
distinguishable from analogue photographs.
Scanning: digital conversion of analogue images (photographs or paintings) into
digital ones; these images are marked both in function and aesthetics by their Äalogue
origin.
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o ).D drawing: creation of digital images with a graphics tablet and the use of tools such as)' :ri.urtl.r'oi'pensletc.;withihese techniques one can emulate almost anylookoftraditional
puinting, bui also deviate greatly from anything possible in the analogue domain.
t ZDimage procesrrng, .ori"rponds to classic forms of retouching, although - of course -a' 
,n. ,utr[. of possibilltles is much greater with digital means of processing.
5. computer-generatedimagery(cct):objectsandscenesbuiltbytheuseof3Dmodellingr' 
una uni-utlon software in the computer and then rendered as 2D images, whether still
or in motion; these images can be rendered according to the rules of photography or in
non-photographic, deliüerately stylized fashion; in most cases the term digital image' is
meant to denote CGI.
6. compositing: integration of various image parts from different sources; compositing can
eithei proviJe fuly iltusionistic, seamless images, or heterogeneous ones that clearly stress the
fact that they are forms of image montage, and anything in between these two extremes'
Often the variations 3,4 and6 are all labelled as 'image processingl
In most cases, though, based on its aesthetic properties it is quite simple to determine which
pro..r, an image hus"b.erl produced by, u1t1l now it is rarely the case that we confuse cGI
'*tih atgnut phoiographs. onlyvery few high-level renderings are so photo-realistic that we do
not not]ce their origin in the computer. Furthermore, the fact has to be stressed that we do not
loJg. mug.r on thäbasis of theiräppearance alone, but include our knowledge of the 
world to
i.JA" whether or not an object oia scene could really have existed. When we see the grazing
dinosaurs in Iurassic Park (iteven Spielberg, 1993), we are fully aware of the fact that these
creatures were added digitally, not only betause the press material and the making-of film
informs us about it, but allso because we know that they became extinct millions of years ago'
Common ProPerties of Digital Images
Despite their great variety, digital images share some common features. Most of them are
rastär graphicl, which consisiof horizontally and vertically organized pixels' These pixels
u.. .oi"d by a binary value consisting of I and 0. This value has to be defined by a filtering
process that maps the continuous phenomena of the real world onto discrete steps - a process
ihat is called quantizationl and that relies on an arbitrarily devised relationship between the
phenomena und th.i, codification. In contrary to digital signals,.analogue representations
can continually adopt an infinite number of values. Mitchell has illustrated this difference as
follows: 'Rolling down a ramp is a continuous motion' but walking down stairs is a sequence
of discrete steps - so you can count the number of steps, but not the number of levels on
a ramp.'8 However, this distinction is currently in the process-of becoming obsolete or at
least questionable since digital systems provide a resolution, which far surpasses the range
of analogue representation and the scope of perceptive differentiation by humans' To put
it differÄtly: aie there still steps, if we perceive them as a ramp? For example, high-quality
t39
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scans ofanalogue photographs depict every single grain, therefore the pixel structure is lessvisible than the grain structure of the original mateiial.
According to Mark l. P. Woll the binary coding system was invented in 1670 by the SpanistrCistercian monk fuan Caramuel y Lobkowitz.e In general, however, its invention has beenattributed to Gottfried wilhelm Leibniz, who conceived it in 1701 as a universal pri,r.ipt.of metaphysical dimension between being and non-being. This metaphysical diLensil
received additional support when Leibniz learned from a missionary ttrat ih. Chinese bookI Ching also relied on the binary system. With the invention of Boolean algebra by Geory.Boole in 1854, complex mathematical operations became available to thä binart ."aiigsystem, which are the foundations of today's image processing by the computer. In NelsonGoodman's terminology, binary coding is describeJ ur utr "tipli.it notation system, a factthat will be considered later.1o
As mentioned above, before binary values can be calculated they have to be mapped onto
a scale consisting of discrete units which are integers of a fundamentul or-,.. such filiäing a'Jmapping occur in human-perception in many domains, for example in colour p..."pttr, _
as Eleanor Rosch (1973) has shown in her famous study - or in the social construction oftime and space, as Norbert Elias (19SS) has demonstrated.il
In digitization, this filtering and rnapping calls for an explicit protocol that governsthe conversion process' and defines the phenomenon-data relatlonship as well as äe datathemselves. This includes the assignment to a definite position in time and space. The valuesof each section of this space-time grid - i.e. for each pixel - define their tonal and colourinformation' In order t9 form an output on a display, these data have to be recombined,which means an assembly of an analogue output in accordance with the requirements ofthe,human perception system. In other wordi, what is at work here is a combination ofanalysis and synthesis'12 And this combination of the two complementary processes is thevery foundation of computer simulation, as I will show in the cärrespondirrg paragraph.With the binary coding system, digital data enter a universal dtgiäl ecosisi"-."wär nu,compared this coding system to a currency, which allows for the cirÄlation and conversion ofmoney'l3 In a similar fashion, digital data's common code supports transmission - i.e. feedinginto a variety of media - and transformation - i.e. the .orlu..rion or processing of digital datalRandom access' a further specificity of the digital domain, is based on th. porrilbiliry Jf directlyaddressing the mathematically-coded elements. Unlike linear coding systems such as text orfilms, these data are distributed equidistantly in the time-space systä. As vil6m Flusser haspointed out in his essay'Krise der Linearität'/,Crisis of Linearity' (iSSg)14, random access is thefoundation of network structures, such as the Internet, and in turn leads to non-linear thoughtmodels'r5 But in contrast to other scholars, Flusser stresses the historical, culturally-determiried
process that started in the early Enlightenment, with its preoccupation for mathematically-substantiated descriptions of processes in terms of zero-dimensional, numerical entities.According to this view, what we witness now is not a digital revolution, but an evolution thatbegan several centuries ago: a notion that proposes a historical model offeedback loops insteadof a linear, teleological techno-determlnism. In a similar fashion, Wolf (2000) suggests that
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ridftal technology was developed on the basis of an encompassing quantization of life that 
has
:j:äl; ;un:y do-uinr. Injurn, this technology now supports a quantizing way of thinking'
ilä;f;;;....,, ä infl,r.n.e on the perception of the world. In consequence' we should conceive
irii a.u.top-ent as a complex, dynamic interaction of technology with sociocultural forces'
CGI between Recording,
Digital Images and Computer Sirnulations
Painting and Modelling
14r
In acldition to the classification framework mentioned above, computer-generated 
images can
il;; classified on a deeper level according to their connection to the world they depict' In
Irr..r.ur.h on the diferÄt technical strategies and their epistemological foundations, I have
ä.'"U.a three basic modes: recording, painting and modelling. A fourth one is measurement'
i,6i.6 ,rr.tutty plays a minor role, bu-t is of prime importance in computer simulation' which
*iif U. the target subject of the study presented here. Measurement means the gathering of
explicit data, fär example to reconstruct objects or architecture in the computer.'By ,..ording, I understand the translation of a physical structure according to an
lmpii.it o, .*pl'i.it protocol. We can assign digital photography to this category, but also
,oorio' captuie as ihe recording of mottn data in a 3D space. A further technological
strand includes all the image-based approaches whose prime proponent is Paul Debevec'
in]ug.-t ur.d modelling is a technique to extract 3D data from a series of photographs,l6
*nii. i-ug.-based llgitlng calculaies light values for the rendering process based on a
fnotogrupt"d light d"o-..it These approäches gain increasing importance when complex
structures of the real world are to beimported into the 3D space of CGI, most prominently
so in the construction ofdigital characters'18
painting refers to i-ug."g.n"rution and processing with emulated tools such as brushes
u,rd p".rr. it is used m Cät,?or example in the creation of texture maps, which describe the
colour distribution on the surface ofobjects'
ModelbuildinglgisthedominantpracticeinCGl.Itisarule-based,explicitlyformalized
system to generale 3D objects and animations. The rules apply either mathematical or
p'hyslcal pÄciples, or steÄ from empirical observation and reconstruction' Examples of
such model-building processes ur" pio.edrr.al animations of flocks of animals like birds
and crowd animation.20 Furthermore, procedural approaches include the modelling
of landscapes and plants based on algorithms from fractal geometry - for example.the
L-systemsiy the biologist Aristid Lin-denmayer that apply the formal grammar of plant
growth.rt Rnd finally, itt ,tr. rendering algorithms that calculate the interaction of light
irlth oby".ts to proviäe the final image o? a 3D ,..t" are based on model building'22 By their
,r.ry r-,u,,rr., ,,'od"l, are simplificatiÄs of complex phenomena. They suppress those details,
which are deemed unimpoitant, or work with shärtcuts that simply deliver the required
results while neglecting some aspects'
In fact, most CGI u.! 1,fUria ämposites of the strategies differentiated here' For example'
animation can be based on motion capture - a recording process - while the texture maps
l  
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ac early as 1988, Vilöm Flusser wrote that CGI creates Vorbilder, a German term meaning
frltfr 'räf. models' and 'pre-images' of possible objects or events, like blueprints.""ln u close analysis of a specific computer simulation, I will discuss some exemplary
zs'ects of this form of depiction. In the broadcastPeter lennings Reporting The Kennedy"Nsassination - Beyond Conspiracy (2003) for ABC News, a portion of the reconstruction
irrrrrt of a Homicide: IFK Assassinationby journalist and 3D artist Dale K' Myers was shown'
ftis computer simulation served to investigate and illustrate the Kennedy assassination that
iook place on 22 November 1963 in Dallas, at Dealey Plaza.3z The most important source
ior ft4y"te reconstruction of the events at Dealey P-laza was the film shot on regular 8mm by
Abraham Zapruder, known as the'Zapruder filmi33
As is ,tr,rully the case, a variety of additional sources were applied, according to Dale
K. MYers:
. A survey map of Dealey Plaza, prepared by Drommer & Associates for the House Select
Committee on Assassinations in 1978, was used to plot the layout of the plazain 3D space.
. Blueprints of the Texas School Book Depository, prepared by Burson, Hendricks &
Walli for the Dallas County Depository restoration project in 1978, were the basis for
the 3D model of the infamous warehouse.
. The original body draft of the modified 1961 Lincoln convertible, prepared by The Hess
& Eisenhardt Company, served as a guide in modelling the presidential limousine.
. More than 500 personal photographs and measurements gathered by Myers during
multiple trips to Dallas, Texas were utilized in the construction and placement of
all fixed structures, including the records, Criminal Court and Dal-Tex Buildings'
Contemporary photographs were studied in order to ensure that the model matched
Dealey PIaza circa 1963.
. The model of the Texas School Book Depository was based on blueprints and took
three months to create. Dallas Police Crime Lab photographs and local TV news film
were used to position over 5000 boxes on the Depository's sixth floor.
. The presid..riiul li.no,rsine began as a digitized model of a 1961 l-incoln convertible.
The iesulting computer model was then modified to match the dimensions of the
presidential limousine's original body draft, provided by Hess and Eisenhardt. Details
were created based on a multitude of photographs taken during the 1963 Dallas
motorcade. Particular attention was paid to the seating arrangement as depicted in
photographs taken by the Secret Service and FBI in the White House garage the night
of 22 November 1963.
. Sculptor Mark Stuckey was commissioned to create life-size clay busts of President
Kennedy and Governor fohn B. Connally. Rubber moulds and plaster castings were
created from these sculPtures.
. Once the virtual model of Dealey Plaza was completed, the process of recreating the
path and motion of the presidential limousine and its occupants began, based on the
Zapruder film and other evidence recorded during the event'34
t43
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might be painted, and all the rendering processes belong to the category of model building.
But model building remains at the core of CGI and especially of computer simulatioi.It is this principle that divides CGI most fundamentally from other, earlier forms of
representation such as painting. While painting emulates phenomena and their perception
based on observation, model building requires an explicit understanding of the phyri.ui
principles. However, there is a small field wherein formalized knowledge is required in
painting: the construction ofthe central perspective. As I have analyzed in a text about
the depiction of cities in film, early bird's-eye views - like the famous woodcut view of
Venice (1500) by facopo de' Barbari and Anton Kolb - necessitated a deep understanding
of geometrical relationships because, like maps, they depict a view that was not available tä
observers at the time.23
Computer Simulation - A Case Studv
According to Paul Humphreys, computer simulation is a subset of computational science
to serve the purpose of 'modeling, prediction, design, discovery, and analysis of systemsl2a
Most scholars define simulation's underlying principle as a system that is mathematically
equivalent with another one.2s As Gottfried Boehm has suggested, it is an analogy witü
little or no similarity.26 Gottfried Boehm illustrates this relationship with a beam balance,
where one puts an object - for instance a fruit like an apple - on one side, and an often
dissimilar, other object - a standardized weight made of metal - on the other side.27
Furthermore, computer simulations are most often dynamic and time-based. Therefore
they depict their results in the form of computer animations, which we can understand
as rule-based imitations of processes from the real world.2s In many respects, this use of
the term 'simulation differs distinctively from ]ean Baudrillard's conception of simulation's
deceptive function in a decadent postmodern society, where it denotes images without a
referent.2e As we will see, the kind of simulation discussed in this paper is defined by an
explicit, albeit complex relationship to the phenomena of the real world. The question of Low
computer-generated images refer to and produce knowledge is of great concern in a period
of the iconic turn, called for byproponents such as art historian Gottfried Boehm o, Williu-
J. Mitchell. Both Stephan Hartmann (2005) and Paul Humphreys (2004) have investigated
the functions of computer simulation in natural and social science, where they ,"rrrJ u, u
heuristic tool to develop hypotheses, models and theories' or'support experimentsl3o The
computer simulations discussed here have a similar function, but do not apply in such a
profound way to general theories as formulated in natural or social scietrce. iather they
picture certain situations, processes or events. Familiar examples would be 3D visualizations
of architecture, which allow planners to explore or show buildings while they are not yet
built, or computer reconstructions of crime scenes, which serve as forensic evidence in
the courtroom. Mark |. P. Wolf has described such computer simulations as 'subjunctive
documentaries' because they represent 'what could be, would be or might have beeni3r
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ight be paint.ed: and all t?e rendering processes belong to the category of model building. 
But od  bmldmg re ams at the core of I and especially of computer simulation. 
It is this principle that divides C I ost funda entally from other, earlier forms of 
representation s ch as painting. hile painting e ulates phenomena and their perception 
o  obs ion, odel building requires an explicit understanding of the physical 
o e , there is a s all field herein formalized knowledge is reqUired in 
p m m  the c tr tio  f the central perspective. As I have analyzed in a text about 
th i ti  f cities in fil , early bird's-eye views - like the famous woodcut view of 
enice (lS?O   Ja.copo .de' ar ri and nton olb - necessitated a deep understanding 
f etncal relatlOnshlps eca se, like aps, they depict a view that was not available to 
observers at the time.23 
Co puter Simulation - A Case Study 
ing t  l r , co puter si ulation is a subset of computational science 
 t  s  f , prediction, deSign, discovery, and analysis of systems.'24 
erl .ing principle as a syste  that is mathematically 
WIt  t r e. s ottfned oeh  has suggested, it is an analogy with 
h  i il it .  ottfried oeh  illustrates this relationship with a beam balance, 
 t  a  object - for instance a fruit like an apple - on one side, and an often 
i i il , t r object - a standardized weight made of metal- on the other sideY 
t r si ulations are ost often dynamic and time-based. Therefore 
i t t ir r ult  in the for  of co puter animations, which we can understand 
s bas  i it ti  f r cesses fro  the real world.28 In many respects, this use of 
t  ' i l ti ' differs distinctively fro  Jean Baudrillard's conception of simulation's 
cepti ti  i  a decadent post odern SOciety, where it denotes images without a 
 ill ee, the kind of si ulation discussed in this paper is defined by an 
xphCI l It l  relati s i  to the pheno ena of the real world. The question of how 
i  refer to and produce knowledge is of great concern in a period 
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t  of si l ti  in natural and social science, where they serve as a 
heunstlC t ol to devel  hy t eses, odels and theories' or 'support experiments'.3o The 
co put r si ul ti  discussed here have a si ilar function, but do not apply in such a 
t? theori s as f r late  in natural or social science. Rather they 
pi t  certall1 sltuatlO , pr cesses or events. Familiar examples would be 3D visualizations 
of hi  all  planners to explore or show buildings while they are not yet 
bUilt, or co puter reconstructi  of cri e scenes, which serve as forensic evidence in 
the courtroom. ark J. P. olf has described such co puter simulations as 'subjunctive 
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As e  a 1988, ViJem Flusser wrote that C I creates Vorbilder, a German term meaning 
bolh 'role models' and 'pre-images' of po sible object or events, like blueprint. 
In a clo e a aly is of a s ecific co puter si ulatio.n, I will discuss orne exemplary 
a pects of this form of de iction. In the broadca t Peter Reporting: 111e 
Assassination - e  o s irac  (2003) for ABC News, a portlOn of the reconstructIon 
Secrets f  o J  ss ssi ti  by journalist and 3D artist Dale K. Myers was shown. 
This co puter si ulation served to investigate and illustrate the Kennedy assassination that 
took lace   ove ber  in allas, at ealey Plaza. 32 The most important source 
for M ers' re s ruction f the events at ealey Plaza was the film shot on regular Smm by 
braha  ruder, no n  the 'Zapruder film:33 
s is usua y the ,  ariet  f additional sources were applied, according to Dale 
. yers: 
•    l  laza, prepared by ro er & Associates for the House Select 
i tee  ss i tions i  1978, as used to plot the layout of the plaza in 3D space. 
• ue nts  t  e as c l ook epository, prepared by Burson, Hendricks & 
l s  llas t  epository restoration project in 1978, were the basis for 
   t  i fa s arehouse. 
•  inal  t f t e odified 1961 Lincoln convertible, prepared by The Hess 
s t , ser e  as a guide in odelling the presidential limousine. 
•  ers al photographs and easure ents gathered by Myers during 
l  t  ll , e as ere utilized in the construction and placement of 
l   t , i l i  t e records, Cri inal Court and Dal-Tex Buildings. 
 t r  ere studied in order to ensure that the model matched 
l l ci  . 
• l  s l ook epository was based on blueprints and took 
t  t . allas olice ri e Lab photographs and local TV news film 
 t iti  r  boxes on the epository's sixth floor. 
•  residential lim u i  e a  as a digitized odel of a 1961 Lincoln convertible. 
 r lti  t del as then odified to match the dimensions of the 
r si enti l li i '  ori i al body draft, provided by Hess and Eisenhardt. Details 
ere cr ated ased n a ultit e of photographs taken during the 1963 Dallas 
ot r de. Particular attenti  as paid to the seating arrangement as depicted in 
p s t by t  Secr t Service and FBI in the hite House garage the night 
of22 r 196 . 
• Sculptor ark Stuck y as co issi e  to create life-size clay busts of President 
nnedy and over r J n B. Connally. Rubber moulds and plaster castings were 
cr t fr  t  sculpt r . 
• Once the virt l odel of Dealey Plaza was completed, the process of recreating the 
path and oti n of the presidential li ousine and its occupants began, based on the 
Zapru r fil  and other evidence recorded during the event.  
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All this information and source material was analyzedand selected to reconstruct the incident
usingthe software LightWave 3D withmodelling, texturing, animation,lighting and.enderinl'
The rendering process allows the selective use of details and the omissiän oiparts of *," :figeometry' Finally a commentary was added with an affirmative tone suppliedby expression5
such as 'exactly the way they were' or 'an accurate representation of exactiy whui hupp.n.a:'"
Figures l-3: Stills from the computer simulation of the
Kennedy assassination.
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It is very interesting to compare this computer simulation lo lheZapttder film' Abraham- ^-,,;*f, short film manifeits a set of aesthetic features which are almost universal in:j:'t';; ofldocurn.ntation captured by a casual bystander. It consists of 486 frames35 that
Hfdd in one uninterrupted take of 26.56 seconds, at the original frame rate of 18.3 FPS;
l"'in o,fr.t words, it captures the event as a plan-söqLtence or a long take which, as Andröl;in urg""a in his essay'The Evolution of the Language of Cinema' (1950),36 enhances
iölrpäst"n of reality. Furthermore , Zapruder worked with a handheld camera, thus
"."ao.ing 
shaky images. In these shaky images both the excitement of the bystander and the-tfä-U"ai' .u-.ru .o'nn".tion are present. They produce a lively, anthropomorphic view of
ä". .u""tt, thus indicating the presence of an actual witness. Many images are blurred: an
.?.., .n6u".ed by the lo*-rerolution of the regular 8mm stock. In fact, it is often difficult
,o dtr..rtr clearly what was really happening in front of the camera' The blurriness, in
c"onlunctlon with the low resolution, add to an aesthetics of the sensational which is often
*o fo.r"a in paparazzi footage.3T Finally, important and critical events occur behind a
i.um. rig" or fähag" or between individual frames, for example between frame223 and224
where --as Myers explains in the broadcast - Governor Connally's jacket pops open' In sum,
althougfr the'Zapruier film has been used as a principle source of evidence not only for the
.o-p,it"r. simulation put under scrutiny here, but for the whole process of investigation, it
uo"äfty hides and omits crucial information, a factwhich is even more relevant given the
absence of acoustic information in this film shot without sound'
Figure 4: Frame223 from the Zapruder film.
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A l this information and source material was analyzed and selected to reconstruct the i 'd 
llsing the LightWave 3D with modelling, texturing, animation, lighting and 
TIle proce s allows the selective use of details and the omission of parts of the g. 
geo etry. Finally a commentary wa added with an affirmative tone supplied byexpre . 3D 
such as 'exactly the ay they ere' or 'an accurate representation of exactly what 
Figures 1-3: Stills from the computer simulation of the 
Kennedyassassination. 
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It is very interesting to compare this computer simulation to the Zapruder film. Abraham 
Zapruder' rt film manifests a et of aesthetic features which are almost universal in 
Ihis kind of documentation captured by a casual bystander. It consists of 486 frames35 that 
unfold in one uninterrupted take of 26.56 seconds, at the original frame rate of 18.3 FPS; 
or, in other words, it captuJ'es the event as a plan-sequence or a long take which, as Andre 
J3azin a ued in ess y 'TIle Evolution of the Language of Cinema' (1950),36 enhances 
the impre sion of re lit . Furthermore, Zap ruder worked with a handheld camera, thus 
producing aky images. In the. e shaky images both the excitement of the bystander and the 
close body-camera co ection are pre enl. They produce a lively, anthropomorphic view of 
the even s, thus indicating the presence of an actual witness. Many images are blurred: an 
effect enhanced b  the low-resolution of the regular 8mm stock. In fact, it is often difficult 
to iscern  t as really happening in front of the camera. The blurriness, in 
co j ction ith t e l  re olution, add to an aesthetics of the sensational which is often 
also und i  r i footage. 37 Finally, important and critical events occur behind a 
traffic si n  olia e r t een individual frames, for example between frame 223 and 224 
ere - as yers l ins i  t e broadcast Governor Connally's jacket pops open. In sum, 
lt h t  der fil  has been used as a principle source of evidence not only for the 
computer ion t r scrutiny here, but for the whole process of investigation, it 
actuall  it  r i l infor ation, a fact which is even more relevant given the 
   i f r tio  in this fil  shot without sound. 
Figure 4: Frame 223 from the Zapruder film. 
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Selection results in a more or less obvious level of abstraction, which appears to be cleansed"olf 
anythingnot necessary for the task to be accomplished. The key concept for the discussion
;;;; t"r;. between abstraction and a fully photo-real depiction is resemblance. While
i.äfrfu..E is a controversial concept in the theory of representation, it remains useful for
[, dir.urrlon of computer simulation. As Nelson Goodman, who questioned the concept
uinoroorfy, has pointeä out, resemblance must always be put in relation to something, for
.xämple the weight in the beam balance metaphor'"-'-ln ih. .ur. oi the computer simulation of the Kennedy assassination, surely the most
inrportant frame of reference is the photographic image as depicted inlheZaptuder film' In
.o-purlro" with photographs, however, modelled images can cover a range from strong to
ir.ut r.r"-Ulance. If theseiepresentations were purely abstract, they would need contextual
support - be it a text, or a specified protocol that defines the relationship between the depiction
unä tn. objects depicted, as is the case with diagrams. For example, we could generate a
.omp.rt", simulation of the migration and evolution of a reindeer population, where each
indivldual animal would be represented as a shiny dot on the screen. When such a high
degree of abstraction is applied, additional - usually linguistic - information is necessary to
."iluin the relationship between an object; for example, the reindeer and its representation,
the dot. A similar case in point is the flu spreading simulation depicted in Figure 5'
In addition to the range of abstraction, photographs and computer simulations differ in
regard to their connection with the objects and events depicted. while photographs - like
Digital Images and Computer Simulations
Figure 5: Flu spreading sirnulation.
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In contrast to the Zapruder film, one of the most remarkable properties of the computer
simulation is the great flexibility with respect to the space-time coordinates of the event
depicted. The virtual camera defies all the constraints of a physical camera, and offers multiple
perspectives. A similar flexibility is also at work in the very selective use of details and thelr
partial omission in the rendering process: for instance the car in the computer simulation,
which is only indicated as a wire frame, and the addition of argumentative relationships like
the arrow which shows the trajectory of the bullet.
Photorealism would be an option in principle, but while Myers claims his animation to
be'hauntingly realisticl3s it operates - like most computer simulations - with a rather crude
style of visualization. It also avoids integrating analogue artefacts like grain, depth of field
or motion blur, which are an important part of photorealism.3e The surface structures of the
objects, the buildings and the landscape are greatly simplified. In sum, it aims to a greater or
lesser degree at abstraction, and it exposes the origin of the images from the computer - n
fact that has to be considered later.
At the core of the construction process of computer simulation is an interplay of analysis
and synthesis. It thus mirrors on a macro-level what has been described as a characteristic
of digital images on the micro-level of each pixel. As has been shown, a vast amount of
information from different sources - photographs, maps, blueprints, films, etc. - has to be
considered and evaluated before the reconstruction ofthe dispersed data can be carried out.
According to Nelson Goodman (I978) these complementary strategies form part of our
everyday cognitive activity in constructing our understanding of the world:
Much but by no means all worldmaking consists of taking apart and putting together,
often conjointly: on the one hand, of dividing wholes into parts and partitioning kinds
into subspecies, analyzing complexes into component features, drawing distinctions; on
the other hand, of composing wholes and kinds out of parts and members and subclasses,
combining features into complexes, and making connections.a0
Furthermore, a selection process that governs the combination of analysis and synthesis is
necessary. We can consider this selection process as filtering and cleaning of the data with
regard to the specific aims of computer simulation. While some data are suppressed or sorted
out as irrelevant, others are emphasized. This selection process becomes instantly obvious in
the above-mentioned image of the beam balance proposed by Boehm,al where only the weight
ofthe two objects is selected as a criterion ofreference. Such selection processes guide both our
cognitive operations in perception, and any scientific observation and interpretation ofdata:
And even within what we do perceive and remember, we dismiss as illusory or negligible
what cannot be fitted into the architecture of the world we are building. The scientist
is no less drastic, rejecting or purifying most of the entities and events of the world of
ordinary things while generating quantities of filling for curves suggested by sparse data,
and erecting elaborate structures on the basis of meager observations.a2
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election results in a more or less obvious level of abstraction, which appears to be cleansed 
of anylhing not necessary for the ta k to be acco plished. The key concept for the discussion 
of the range bet ee  a stra tion and a fuJly photo-real depiction is resemblance. While 
'resemblance' is a controver ial concept in the theory of representation, it remains useful for 
tJle discu ion of co puter si ulation.  Nelson Goodman, who questioned the concept 
vigorously, as pointed o t, re e lance u t alway be put in relation to omething, for 
example the ight ill the bea  balance etaphor. 
In the case f th ter si l ti  of the Kennedy a 'sassination, urely the most 
important fra e f reference is the photographic image a depicted in the Zapruder film. In 
compari on ith photographs, ho ever, odelled image can cover a range from strong to 
weak resemblance. f t e  representations ere purely abst.ract, they would need contextual 
upport - e t  t, r  ified protocol that defines the relationship between the depiction 
and he je ts te ,  is t  case ith diagra s. For example. we could generate a 
co uter ation  t  i r ti  and evolution of a reindeer population, where each 
i i id l   re rese te  as a shiny dot on the screen. When such a high 
ree  ion i  lie , a itional usually lingui tic - information is necessary to 
explain t ationship t e  an object; for exa ple, the reindeer and its representation, 
t   lar i  i t is t e flu spreading si ulation depicted in Figure 5. 
  tr tion, photographs and computer simulations differ in 
 it  t e objects and events depicted. While photographs - like 
Figur  5: Flu spreading simulation. 
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-.-""" whether because of time constraints - an event can have happened in the past ortji"jriU. 
projected into the future - or because of constraints in scale, be it that the scale
ll',?" ,nrätf är too big to be grasped by human perception or by traditional systems of
i6age recording'
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all other forms of recording mentioned above - rely on their mechanical and physical
connection to the scene in front of the camera, computer simulations often involve a -yriuJof distributed references - like the maps, photographs, blueprints, films and other sources inthe case of the Dealey Plaza simulation. Regardless of whether the resemblance is weak or
strong' then, the relationship between the objects and their representation is highly mediated.
It ranges from a mediated iconicity in the case where we recognizethe objects, to'a symbolic
relationship in the case of pure abstraction. Thus computer simulation is very autonomous
vis-ä-vis the depicted world. It is marked by an obvious loss of details; it is - one could say -purified of the complexity of the real world. It presents generic information rather than
particulars' It expresses more an understanding of the world and its underlying principles
than a pictorial representation of actual things or events: Any definabl" .atrg"'of ph.r1o^"rru
including definable characteristics of human psychology or social relationsirips can be given
values und be mapped into a virtual, multidimensional space.'a3 But even the most abJt.a.t
representation needs an anchoring in mental schemes to communicate something and not
be perceived as mele patterns. As early as 1968, the computer and Internet pioneer I. C. R.Licklider described this relationship between technical principles and cogniti.,.e operations
in communication:
{...] Modelling, we believe, is basic and central to communication. Any communicatiol
between people about the same thing is a common revelatory experience about
informational models of that thing. Each model is a conceptual structure of abstractions
formulated initially in the mind of one of the persons who would communicate, and if
the concepts in the mind of one would-be communicator are very different from those in
the mind of another, there is no common model and no communication.aa
Following Mitchell, the autonomy of CGI has been cornpared to paintings or written texts.
But while paintings are highly subjective interpretations of actual or imagined phenomena,
computer simulations rely on a formalized and rule-based description that materializes not
as written texts, but as images. It has become clear that these images differ profoundly from
paintings when one considers both the construction process and its results.
Like film, computer simulation offers multiple perspectives. In contrast to film, howeve1,
these multiple perspectives cover the whole range of space-time coordinates present in the
constructed scene. Space and time therefore become navigable dimensions. In this respect
computer simulation possesses the flexibility of cognitive operations with random access to
any point in the space-time system. While in film the space-time representation consolidates
as a definite trajectory, in computer simulation it remains potentially fluid * as is most
evident in the real-time rendering of video games. In other words, the space-time system
remains open as a field of potentialities that may or may not materialize as animation.
Surely the most important aspect of computer simulation is its potential to transcend
both the scope of human perception, and of recording by a technical apparatus. It thus
allows us to observe the unobservable, something that lies beyond direct access to the
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I ether because of time constraints - an event can have happened in the past or 
senses b"" 1 'o)'ected into the future _ or because of constraint in scale, be it that the scale Ight e pI b d" I t f . all or too big to be grasped by human perception or y tra ItlOna ys ems 0 IS too sr  
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ChaPter 5
Enfol cli ng- U nfoldi ng Aesthetics, or the U nthou ght
at the Heart of Wood
Laura U. Marks
f magine the realm of images that populates ollr world as a vast, variegated surface,
I coniaining every.thing: holiday snapshots, action movies, medical images, pictures of the
I surface of fupiter, everything. This field contains sounds and smells and other perceptible,
too, from chairs to music to the scent of vanilla, but let's bracket them out for now Imagine
that this field surrounds you like a bubble, translucent, and you are looking out through it.
you look through the field of images to their sources, distant in time and space: the holiday
afternoon, the movie set, the ultrasound of your internal organs (also distant in a certain
way), the planet |upiter. You realize that this source is infinitely vaster than the field of images
that arose from it.
But some of the images do not come to you directly from the source. They seem to
get twisted or caught on the way'in to your perception, for they reflect not a perceptible
experience, but a calculation, a procedure. For example, the camera that took the snapshot
was cligital, and so the visible scene at the source has been assigned pixel values in order to
be expiessed as a snapshot. The action movie was shot against a blue screen and keyed in to
a digiial background; its star was chosen on the basis of a calculation of her audience appeal.
The ultrasound consists of a translation of sound waves into visual information. The picture
of lupiter is an artistk rendering based on astronomical data. These calculations constitute
an intervenin glayer between the world and the images that convey it to us. I am going to call
that layer information.l Beyond it lies the infinite.
What is the infinite? Well, 'infinite' is a negative term: the not-finite; and most definitions
of it are negative: limitless, boundless, uncountable, inconceivable. We cannot conceive of
the infinite except as the ground from which we distinguish certain figures - or, the noise
from which we receive certain signals'
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